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Attn PDC Commissioners,

It was my intention to attend the meeting tomorrow and participate in the public comment
period.

Unfortunately, some family issues have come up and at this point they made this
attendance geographically impossible on my part.

I really prefer to be there in person, so I will save some of my Evergreen comments for the
next time I can make it.

I did want to notify the commission that I have held back about 50 more prepared
complaints just to let staff make a bit more progress on the ones already in process before I
file more volume.

I was also able to receive some excellent feedback both from respondents and staff that
should even further improve future complaints.

I feel a bit responsible for the large volume of violations I am, once again, uncovering all
around the state - and I blame myself for this current surge due it part to my not keeping
up a higher volume of complaints over the past few years.  I suspect, had I maintained my
historic volume of complaints over the past few years at a higher level (say 20+ per month)
, I'd be finding fewer obvious and overt violations right now.  I grew a bit lazy, so I hope to
rectify that over the next few months, but I'll try to send these most obvious complaints to
staff in staggered volumes and numbers that the agency appears more capable of handling
in an efficient way - so I'm self-imposing a cap of no more than 50 per month, not including
supplemental complaints for existing investigations.  

I also wanted to thank PDC staff for reopening the Michael Steadman complaint and
addressing the previously unaddressed allegations in the first complaint (Case #139325).  I
believe this was done in part due to response to my recent public comment on this matter,
and while I do have a supplemental complaint to file in that case, at least the very serious
allegations that were unaddressed in the original review and investigation can be addressed
now.

As I've mentioned in recent public comment, I am in the process of training more concerned
citizens on how to more effectively file PDC complaints with the PDC, and I'm optimistic that
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some of this effort will also contribute to an improvement in the quality and quantity of
complaints received by PDC staff over the next 6 months or so as well.

I look forward to chatting soon.

Best Regards,

Glen Morgan
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